
COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH WILL  (POSITIVE,OR NEGATIVE).                                

MATCH THE SENTENCES WITH THE PICTURES.  

1. Grandma ------------------------------- make 

regular appointments with her doctor.                         

2. Sally------------------------ change her glasses 

and --------------------------- fix her teeth to look 

a little prettier!!                                                     

3. Sam ------------------------------ do his best to 

spend more time with his young son.                             

4. Mike ------------------------------ fasten his seat 

belt each time he  is in a car.                                

5. I-----------------------------clean my teeth at 

least twice a day.                                                        

6. Sam and Frank -------------------------------------

-------- fight any more to please their parents.          

7. The Smiths  ------------------------------------

have their dinners all together every evening.           

8. Jenny---------------------------------- save some 

money to book  a cruise in the  Pacific Ocean.              

9. Dave ------------------------------- stop being so 

rude because  he has lost many friends !!              

10. Amy --------------------------- eat so much junk 

food because she wants to lose some weight                                           

11. Allan ------------------------- be late at school, 

because he has had too many detentions already.         

12.We ----------------------------------- spend some 

time in England to refresh our English!!!                    

13. Ken ---------------------------------- help his 

wife with the shopping this year.                                  

14. Karl ---------------------------------- play video 

games too often, because of his bad school results.        

15. Ann ---------------------------------- revise a lot 

because she wants to pass her exams.                            

16. Tim ------------------------- work a lot and ------

--------------- answer in class as much as he can.    

17. I ----------------------------------- tidy my room 

18. The twins ----------------------------------------- 

forget to buy their mother  nice  flowers.                                                            

19. We ------------------------- have a nice healthy 

breakfast every morning to start our day well !             

20. Kate ------------------------------------ make her 

bed every morning to help her Mum                       

21. Helen ------------------------------------ try to 

spend less money on shoes and handbags !                    

22. Sally ----------------------------------- wake up 

at 7.00  every morning to do some sports                     

23. We ------------------------------ sort out the 

rubbish regularly to help save our planet. 

24. We---------------------------------------- laugh 

as much as possible to make the best of our days !!!             
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